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This is an exciting time to be with Atlas.®

The Atlas culture is vibrant, filled with can-do spirit. Energy, 

enthusiasm, and teamwork are at levels few companies ever 

achieve. We have the finest leadership team in the industry 

and, dare I say, the best ever at Atlas. They are not afraid to 

challenge conventional thinking, to find new ideas and new 

opportunities. 

Yes, we face hurdles—a contracting market, PVO shortage, 

state and federal regulatory pressures, and escalating costs for 

both overhead and materials. But we’re answering with rock-

solid strategy. I’m convinced Atlas is positioned for the biggest 

upside opportunity in our history.

Our new service-pricing model is getting tremendous buy-in. 

It’s strengthening our relationships with those who see Atlas 

as a partner, not just a vendor. They understand the service 

professionalism we bring carries a cost.

As you’ll read in the following pages, Atlas has chosen to lead 

rather than follow. We are driving change with the collective 

strength of our Agent cooperative. Cooperation has been a 

hallmark of the Atlas brand from inception. It provides the 

power to execute our plan, to own our place in the future.  

And it is cause for unlimited optimism.

Letter from  
the Chairman

Jack Griffin
Chairman & CEO

Our online resources offer tips, trends, and updates to 
help you go new places® more easily and more securely 
with one of the most trusted names in moving.

go Beyond The Page
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The Annual Atlas® Convention is a highly anticipated and memorable 

experience for the entire Atlas family. The 2017 Convention in San Diego, 

was no exception, but a few, defining characteristics made it truly 

remarkable.

2017 marked the event’s 70th anniversary. Atlas welcomed new President 

and COO, Joe Stackhouse, to his first-ever Atlas Convention, and Jack 
Griffin took the main stage as the official CEO of Atlas® World Group.

But it was something Jack addressed in the event opener that made the 

2017 Convention exceptionally unique – the Atlas buyback. Jack invited  

Joe McNamara, Principal of Certified Van Service, to the stage to reflect 

on this pivotal moment in Atlas history.

Thirty years prior, Atlas held its 40th annual Convention merely blocks  

away from the 2017 venue. The day before the 1987 event commenced,  

27 Atlas Agents met to discuss buying back the company.

Atlas was founded as an agent-owned van line – but went public for a 

brief period in the 1980s – a period commonly known as the “Dark Days.” 

In response to the threat of a hostile takeover in 1984, Atlas merged with a 

private investment banking firm, Wesray Services, Inc.

Over time, the relationship between Wesray and the Atlas Agents grew 

tumultuous. Wesray built a new management team out of recruits 

unknown to the agency family, and the culture slowly began to disintegrate.

“To Wesray, an agent was an ‘employee’. Many of us felt or knew that 

the type of management they put in place would not work,” says Joe 

McNamara. “Either we had to step up and buy Atlas back or move to 

another van line. Recognizing all of the talent and knowledge agents like 

Fred Paxton and John Westerberg had to offer, to me, the decision was 

a no-brainer.”

Joe, Fred, John, Gary Weleski, Milton Hill and several other like-minded 

agent leaders started organizing what would later be recognized as a 

revolutionary moment in Atlas history.

Despite Wesray’s opposition, the agents announced from the 1987 

Convention main stage their decision to buy back the company.

“We knew we had to band together to stay together. We had a bunch of 

good, family-owned agencies, and we wanted to keep it that way,” says 

Gary, Principal of Weleski Transfer. “I didn’t want to go to another van line – 

no one did. The buyback wasn’t about making money. It was about keeping 

the agency family together.”

The road to buy back the company was long, complex, and extremely 

expensive. As the late Milton Hill put it: “The effort of the agents to buy  

back Atlas could be likened to the fight between David and Goliath.”

2018 marks Atlas’ 30th anniversary since the buyback was complete, and 

from 1988 to now, Atlas Agents continue to believe in what it means to go 

together and to drive change throughout the industry.

“I’m proud to be an Atlas Agent and to have served for 30 years since the 

buyback. I’m proud of how we’ve hung in there and stayed together,” says 

Gary. “Atlas is an industry leader. The growth and longevity displayed by  

our agency family definitely speaks to that. Every agent – big or small – 

plays an integral role in our overall success.” 

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (H.R. 1) authored by 

Texas Congressman Kevin Brady was signed  

into law on December 22, 2017. 

As the dust settles on the first major rewrite of 

the tax code in more than 30 years, relocation 

professionals, transferees, and movers are 

watching closely to determine its impact on  

the mobility industry. The majority of changes  

for individuals are effective from January 1  

of this year through December 31, 2025. 

Most U.S. taxpayers will see a reduction in 

federal tax, but the savings will vary based on 

individual factors. Guidelines and limitations for 

itemized deductions have been overhauled and 

encourage a shift to a standard deduction.  

The change that has everyone in the mobility 

industry on high alert is the impact on the 

taxability of moving costs. 

Company-paid moving expenses are now 

considered taxable income for everyone except 

active members of the military. The changes 

include household goods moving costs, the first 

“A prospective client recently told me her 

company’s tax decrease would more than off-set 

the increase in gross up costs,” says Mark Rabe, 

Senior Vice President, Global Development, 

Cornerstone Relocation Group®. “The challenge 

for them was to get the budget corrected to 

handle the expense. She said move volume 

might even increase as the company pushes 

for more growth, in which case the relocation 

division may need to fight for more budget.” 

It will take some time to know the full impact of 

the new law. We are apt to see clarification and 

technical corrections from tax authorities in the 

months ahead.  

30 days of temporary storage, and all final move 

costs. Lump-sums and employer-reimbursed 

moving costs are no longer deductible on an 

employee’s federal tax return. 

One key tax benefit that did not change is 

qualified home sale programs that follow the 

11 key elements outlined by Worldwide ERC. 

(Visit worldwideerc.org and type “eleven key 

elements” in the search box.) This component 

remains a tax benefit as excludable income to 

employees.

To reduce the impact to the employee, 

employers are considering grossing up  

company-paid moving expenses, lump-sum 

amounts, and other moving expenses. Many 

Cornerstone Relocation Group® clients have 

made the decision to gross up for 2018 so they 

may determine the financial impact and see if 

their policies should change for 2019. A quick 

rule of thumb for assessing gross up costs is 

to multiply net moving expenses by 1.45 to 1.60 

(rates may vary based on the state).

TAX REFORM: VARIATIONS  
ON A THEME BY BRADY
Key Notes for the Mobility Industry

Atlas® Agents Remember A Turning Point

Follow @Cornerstone to stay abreast of developments 
on this and other issues affecting corporate mobility. 

30 Years Later:

Board members, stockholders, and headquarters employees celebrate a return to agent 

ownership at the Atlas® Van Lines Annual Agent Stockholders' Meeting in September 1989.
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Look through the Atlas® archives at the company’s history and you’ll 

see a rare kind of “organizational DNA.” It takes shape as solidarity, as 

consensus, and as cooperation. All have been traits of the brand since 

1948 when 33 hopeful entrepreneurs formed a cooperative with a pledge 

to the golden rule and their mutual success. Today, the cooperative 

is made up of over 400 independently-owned and -operated moving 

companies throughout North America. Members still commit to one 

another for the common good. At a time when the industry wrestles with 

unprecedented challenges, that commitment has never been more vital.

“Atlas, like the entire moving industry, is going through an important 

period of change,” says Jack Griffin, Chairman & CEO, Atlas® World 

Group. “What we think of as traditional moving is evolving rapidly. We’re 

dealing with a demographic shift, smaller households, a tight market for 

labor—not to mention escalating costs for materials and for compliance 

with federal and state regulatory demands.”

As highlighted in the previous issue of the Amplifier® (Winter 2017), Atlas 

is speaking to clients and customers with a clear message about the 

necessary transition to a new business model. Called Reset, it answers 

current realities with greater cost accountability and more flexible service 

options. Reset was introduced to private clients in 2017; it begins rolling 

out to corporate clients this spring.  

“We’re communicating with clients in the clearest possible terms,” says 

Mary Beth Johnson, Vice President, Corporate Marketing. “We’re using 

data and analytics to show how Atlas provides the kind of service and 

value clients expect. We’re also asking: What do you need from us to get 

buy-in with your client? The feedback we’re getting is extremely positive.”

Doubling Down on Strategy
As Jack announced last year, Atlas has upped the ante on its strategic 

plan, Vision 2020.  The intensified focus came with the creation of a 

dedicated office for Strategic Planning headed by Ryan McConnell,  

Vice President. 

“Everyone in the organization is mindful of where Atlas has been and how 

we’ve succeeded in the past,” says Ryan. “But we also know it’s a new day 

and, above all, we are in the business of solving our customers’ problems. 

We will secure our place in the future by leading as an innovator, one 

who provides the solutions that customers need.”

atlasvanlines.com/drivingchangeCover Story

"We are showing clients that a new business model 
is absolutely necessary to sustain the service they 
expect. We are hearing that they appreciate what 
we are doing . . . and that they value a relationship 
with us just as we do a relationship with them.”  
mary beth johnson  
vice president, corporate marketing, atlas® van lines

DRIVING CHANGE
Propelled in Common Purpose
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Ryan says consumer preferences shape demand, and that demand  

has shifted dramatically in the years since the last recession. 

“The Professional Van Operator and trailer, packing, and loading crew 

are not going away,” says Ryan. “But we also see a profound and growing 

need for new modes of service, particularly to answer smaller moves 

more quickly.” 

The strategic team tasked to synthesize a service offering for smaller 

households has learned much about what does or doesn’t work. 

Refinement requires time for careful testing and evaluation.

“The right-sized vessel is key, particularly,” says Ryan. “It may be a 

traditional lift van, a palletized receptacle, or some other specialized  

kind of container. We’re looking at everything.”

“We have to walk before we can run,” says Joe Stackhouse, President 

& COO, Atlas® Van Lines. “We’re not in a hurry to get it, but to get it right. 

We’re putting ourselves in our customers’ shoes, and nothing is off the 

table.”

Tactical Growth
Vision 2020 is all about good growth, and Atlas leaders know the targets 

require more than an organic focus. 

“Acquisition is a strategic priority,” says Jack. “We’re looking at companies 

that add value to Atlas World Group as an enterprise and are adjacent to 

the van line.” He adds that AWG executives on the acquisitions team bring 

experience in due diligence and deal-making. “We expect to make one or 

more good announcements in the coming 12 to 18 months.” 

In a similar vein, the Atlas Agent opportunity is showing new luster. 

During the first quarter of 2018, Atlas welcomed five best-in-class moving 

companies to the agency family: Palmer Moving Services (1641) in Warren, 

Michigan; Freddy Duncan & Sons Moving & Storage (0898) in Cookeville, 

Tennessee; Mills Van Lines (1470) in Strongsville, Ohio; Centurion Moving 

& Storage (0842) in Kansas City, Missouri; and Park Transfer & Storage 

(1632) in Birmingham, Alabama.

“We feel that Atlas, with its agent family's culture and values, is the right 

fit for us,” says Jeff Palmer, President, Palmer Moving Services (1641). 

“We expect that everyone who represents Palmer Moving does their part 

on each shipment to satisfy the customer. By joining Atlas, we believe we 

are in the best possible position to ensure our customers will choose to 

use us again.” 

"We expected the agency-owned mindset within Atlas to enhance the 

long-term goals of Mills, as it does all Atlas Agents," says Mike McGill, 
Senior Vice President, Sales & Customer Service, Mills Van Lines (1470). 

"We are thankful and excited to be a part of the Atlas family. We are just 

wondering why we didn’t make this move years ago.”

REGIONAL MEETINGS SUPPORT SUCCESS
Atlas Agency professionals from all areas of the business met with 

members of the Atlas leadership team in Evansville, Ind., in February  

and in Baltimore, Md., during April. The theme of these meetings,  

“Grow Together,” built on the popularity of the 2017 Convention theme,  

“Go Together.” 

“When we work together, we grow together,” says Mary Beth.  “Clients 

are expecting more—and cooperation across the Atlas network is key. “

Learning sessions were tailored to equip agency personnel for success 

in an evolving industry.  Among the topics covered: Tariff Restructure, Tax 

Reform, and developments in Atlas’ small shipments program. Principal, 

Jay Fuson, Guardian Relocation, was among the attendees in Evansville.

AMPLIFIER 

Jay, what did you take away from the regional meeting?

JAY 

Anytime those of us who represent Atlas Van Lines gather and 

collaborate about our brand, the worth is immeasurable. That Atlas  

is the industry leader has never been clearer than today. I think Joe 

Stackhouse (President & COO, Atlas Van Lines) sums up the takeaway  

for me: “We must change the way we think and understand the strategic  

and calculated risk we must all take.”

AMPLIFIER 
How does what you learned at the meeting affect your business?

JAY 

 A lot of us have a tendency, even if we won't admit it, to migrate to our 

comfort zones in this business. We survey, sell, develop relationships, 

dispatch, and provide customer service. But it’s the customer service we put 

forth that differentiates us from competitors.  Atlas is providing customers 

a service portal (Atlas Customer Portal), championing a campaign to 

educate consumers (No Stranger in Your Home®), creating a viable small 

shipment program that will exceed any customer’s expectations, and 

even contemplating an after-hours call center. Those are just some of the 

customer-first programs that are happening now or in development.  

They are making business better today—and will in the future.

AMPLIFIER 
What is your impression of current challenges in the moving industry?

JAY 

The new tax plan and pricing reset could have an impact on who the 

customer of the future is.  Shipment sizes are reducing, and van operators 

are not flocking to our industry. We must not live in the past and assume 

business will flourish. We who represent Atlas must be open to revenue 

sources that may not be typical of our current business model. For some  

of us, that means seeing private client, lump-sum, military, distribution,  

and international moving as new revenue buckets we must attempt to fill.

AMPLIFIER 

How is Atlas helping you meet the challenges?

JAY 

The infrastructure and Atlas’ commitment to develop the AtlasNet® 

Platform for agents to conduct not only interstate but local business is a 

tremendous benefit. Given the progressiveness of the Atlas IT staff and 

senior management’s drive for greater efficiency, I anticipate continuing 

developments of this platform will bring more benefits to our agent network.

"We're working on new processes that will 
enable us to schedule within a much tighter 
time frame, to be more responsive to the 
customer.”   
ryan mcconnell 
vice president, strategic planning, atlas® van lines
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A Good Time to Be Atlas
You could say the moving industry is not for those who are easily 

discouraged. But you would have to add that Atlas is undaunted with  

its vision for success. 

“We have a plan for each subsidiary to be the best at what they do,”  

says Jack. “We have tremendous buy-in from our board and our agents. 

And I know for certain we have the best leadership team in the industry. 

The enthusiasm throughout the Atlas organization is palpable.”

Leading with Technology
In the internet-fueled era of smart devices, customers are used to point-

and-click ease—from researching a purchase decision to paying for 

services. There’s good news for them when they relocate: Atlas’ embrace 

of technology is unequaled in the moving industry.  

Atlas was the first major van line to engage customers on the web, an 

innovative spirit reflected by all Atlas World Group companies. Its sister 

company, Avail Move Management®, is also seen as a leader in data-

backed move management for companies (Avail Order Management) as 

well as in move management technology for consumers (mymovr.com). 

“One of the reasons we chose to join Atlas was its technological 

advances,” says new Atlas Agent Freddy Duncan, Jr., Freddy Duncan 

& Sons Moving & Storage (0898). “We are now able to support our 

customers on a higher level and provide almost immediate turnaround 

on pricing and booking. Atlas has helped us exceed customer 

expectations through the use of the Atlas Customer Portal.”  

“Atlas is seen in the industry as a tech leader—we have to be,” says Jack. 

“Developing and continuously improving systems takes a significant 

investment, but it’s a strategic priority. We’re making it easier for people 

to move—and for Atlas Agents and partners to service those moves.”

BUILDING LOADS WITH X-RAY VISION 
What does an Operations planner do? At Atlas, he or she builds trips, 

origin to destination, for the transport of goods. A planner must match an 

ever-changing array of equipment and personnel with loads of varying 

sizes bound for places all over the map. It’s a complex process, much 

like a three-dimensional board game with pieces in continual motion. 

However, it is getting much simpler, thanks to a new application from 

Atlas IT.  

“Many of our agent planners had figured out a way to combine 

shipments on their own, but it was cumbersome,” says Ryan Parmenter, 
Director, IT Development. “They needed a better tool.”  

Ryan and his team developed AtlasNet® Planning Manager so each agent 

can configure their own view of shipments, essentially filtering out the 

noise and clutter to focus more clearly on shipments that are of interest 

to them. 

“For example, say there are 100 available shipments,” says Ryan. “It may 

only be practical for a planner to consider 30 of those. Now they can set 

their view definitions geographically, by type of business and/or kinds of 

equipment, and according to the van operators they are assigned to build 

loads for.”

When Planning Manager went live in early January, it brought an 

important, immediate benefit.  

“Because there were no tools to allow agent planners to easily combine 

shipments into a trip, there was not a reliable way for Atlas Operations 

to see what was in a trailer," says Ryan. "Now, Atlas Operations has that 

visibility, and that means better capacity managegent.”

More Goodies On the Way
Planning Manager is slated for several upgrades this year. Among these 

are an easier means of viewing available tonnage, located within the tool 

itself, and more reliable data updating to better reflect reality. Users will 

see the geographic locations of van operators with potentially available 

capacity.

“Planning Manager is a valuable systems advancement,” says Ryan.  

“With better visibility and capacity management, Atlas planners and 

agent planners can more easily determine good hauling solutions  

for customers.” 

The Atlas® leadership team took the stage at the 70th Annual Atlas Convention in San Diego.

DO YOU PORTAL?
To make transactions easier, Atlas introduced a  

web portal for consumers in 2017, the Atlas 

Customer Portal. Customers have the capability 

to make a credit card payment through the tool 

and will soon have the option to pay with e-check. 

Forthcoming enhancements include the option 

to get push notifications when key shipment 

events occur (e.g., survey date, packing date, PVO 

assigned) and access to information about the PVO 

assigned to handle the move. 

Now, portal power is coming to corporate clients 

as well. A corporate client dashboard will provide 

easy access to reporting on shipments, claims, and 

payment information. Want to know how much 

a particular employee’s move will cost? A self-

service estimating tool wil let a corporate client 

user quickly see. 

Customers can learn more or create an 
account at:  Portal.AtlasVanLines.com

"We 've chosen to be the ones who are 
driving change, rather than the other 
way around. This is a really exciting 
time to be affiliated with Atlas.” 
jack griffin  
chairman & ceo, atlas® world group
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ATTESTS THAT

Has successfully met all requirements, including demonstrated
professional mastery of a relevant knowledge relevant to

Avail Move Management Services and is therefore designated as an

Avail Move Management Reseller (AMMRTM)

Mary Beth Johnson - Vice PresidentDate

 Jane Awesome

October 24,  2016

®

You may notice some new credentials alongside people’s names in the 

Atlas Agency network. The AMMR™ (Avail Move Management® Reseller) 

certification now distinguishes Atlas Agents who are proficient with  

Avail's services. 

“Agents who achieve the AMMR know how to present Avail's services 

effectively in the market,” says Jessica Nichols, Director, Avail. “They are 

equipped to determine which clients can benefit with Avail—and show 

them how.”

“Training for me involved an online test, and then Avail came to an 

Alexander's sales meeting and offered a class for certification,” says  

Zeke Oaks, AMMR, National Account Manager with Alexander’s Mobility 

Services (0215). “I also presented the product in a few different places, such 

as trade shows and client meetings, prior to my certification."  

The thought of moving internationally should come with feelings  

of confidence and well-being—like the vibes customers get with  

Atlas® World Group International.

“We've seen an increase in the number of customers who complete a 

post-move survey,” says Tim Hall, Vice President, Business Development. 

“Not only are more customers taking the time to evaluate our service, the 

feedback is overwhelmingly positive.”

The higher scores have led to a surge in business—including a 300  

percent jump in volume with Atlas International’s largest corporate client. 

The growth didn’t take place unexpectedly; it is grounded in a fresh take  

on the customer experience. 

"We re-engineered our service model last year," says Matthew  
Hagenah, Director, International Commercial Operations. “We've 

essentially upgraded the customer experience to make international 

relocation easier and more accountable.” 

Will Tax Law Affect Lump Sums?
It’s still unclear just how tax legislation enacted in the waning days of 2017 

will affect relocation. But it seems unlikely to deter the steadily increasing 

attraction companies have for lump-sum move benefits.  

“If we see an influx in lump-sum disbursements by corporate clients, we 

are ready with the ideal solution,” says Jessica.

Since launching movr™ in 2015, Avail has made continual refinements so it 

is user-friendly for both private clients and corporate transferees. The tool 

is hands-free for corporate administrators, since movr works directly with 

the transferee.

“Anyone who wants to get the best value with their move budget will find 

movr useful—whether for locating qualified service providers, tracking 

expenses, or simply staying on task,” says Jessica. "A customer can access 

movr by simply entering their Atlas registration number or code.”  

CERTIFIABLY PROFICIENT
“ GETTING BETTER ALL THE TIME”

"We listen to the customer, set their expectations, stay 
in contact with them and handle the details. Ours is a 
service model that produces happy customers." 
matthew hagenah 
vice president, global mobility,  
atlas® world group international

Chief among enhancements: a professional, Atlas International account 

manager is now assigned to every customer. This assignment is key to 

setting and managing the customer's expectations.

"Every customer knows they have someone they can reach for help, for 

answers, at any time," says Matthew. "When the unexpected happens,  

they have a direct line to an Atlas professional who will handle it.”

The account manager's role is so crucial to the customer experience that 

Atlas invested in top-tier talent to expand and strengthen staff. Newly hired 

managers bring from 11 to 24 years of industry experience with handling 

international moves for Fortune 100 firms. 

Having a single point of contact for service also eliminates the potential 

for redundant calls by multiple providers, which can be distracting to 

customers. It also reduces the potential for dissatisfaction that can  

happen when a customer doesn’t know whom to call. 

“A customer may have a minor issue, such as a delivery day question 

that can be handled instantly over the phone,” says Matthew. “If it goes 

unresolved, then all the great customer service that happened before  

may be forgotten. We won’t let that happen.”  

Besides their customer-handling skills, the availability of 

managers is key to the Atlas service mojo. Which is why 

the company operates internationally with a "tri-regional" 

presence. Atlas professionals answer customers in every  

time zone—whether in the Americas, APAC, or EMEA. 

As a certified Avail Move Management® Reseller, Zeke Oaks 

brings clients a verifiable understanding of Avail’s services, 

including Avail Order Management (the move management 

interface with Atlas Van Lines) and movr™ (mymovr.com—a 

lump-sum manager for corporate transferees and private 

clients).

How does Zeke see the benefits of his certification for clients? 

“I think the most valuable thing for my clients may be the 

ability to offer movr for that employee population that was 

somewhat forgotten before,” says Zeke. “And they can offer it 

at a much lower cost than the other lump-sum management 

tools out there.”

The optional movr™ prepaid Mastercard Debit Card gives 

administrators more granular visibility into spend patterns 

of lump-sum beneficiaries. The information is useful for 

adjusting policy to better serve the company  

and employees.

Avail Equips Agents for Added Success
Business Surges with Service Enhancement

The card is issued by Fifth Third Bank pursuant

to a license by Mastercard International

Incorporated. See the Cardholder Agreement

for Terms & Conditions including fee schedule

details. Mastercard is a registered trademark of

Mastercard International Incorporated.

atlasvanlines.com/amp/AtlasIntl
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“We have a couple of important efforts underway,” says Phil Wahl, Senior 

Vice President & General Manager. “First of all, we’re investing in major 

upgrades for our systems—things that will make it easier to do business 

with us, whether you’re an agent, a vendor, or a carrier.”  

Phil says such improvements are key, especially for agents in the Atlas 

network. “By making our systems more efficient, we’re enabling our  

agents to be more productive.”

Of particular importance, upgrades at Titan® Global Distribution in  

St. Louis include a new operating system that allows integration  

with AtlasNet.® 

“Those who interact with us now have a seamless experience,” says Matt 
VanderLinde, Vice President, Business Development. “The person serving 

them may be located in our headquarters, or in St. Louis, or working 

remotely. Regardless, the customer experience is consistent.”  

Imagine an orchard. The trees look strong. All appears well until a storm sets 

in. Then a drought ensues. The harvest is decimated; workers are sent home.

Such were the conditions Atlas® Van Lines Canada faced three years ago.  

A sudden loss of the company’s biggest client wrecked market share. 

Employee ranks were trimmed and new leadership brought in. The first  

order of business: to create a roadmap for revitalization. 

 “We implemented a management system known as the Balanced Scorecard,” 

says Barry Schellenberg, President, Atlas® Van Lines Canada. “It brings the 

best from each person to the achievement of strategic goals. You might call 

it a ‘discipline for driving change.’” Developed by management gurus Kaplan 

and Norton, the system is well known in business circles and has helped 

organizations in many different industries.

“Our first year, 2015, was devoted mainly to developing the road map and 

planting seeds for success,” says Barry. “Early on, we saw that our sales 

competency needed a critical focus.”

An investment in training for sales staff and agency representatives took the 

company from “order taking” to “order making.” It’s paying off. The conversion 

rate for incoming sales leads has tripled over the last two years. This new 

vigor is complemented by a focus on the service experience for customers.   

“Operational excellence is critical for sales,” says Barry. “We had to remove 

some poor performing entities from our system. Customers have responded 

favorably, rewarding us with improved survey scores and additional 

business.” 

The push for operational excellence is ongoing. The company is midway 

through a transition to the Windows-based business systems (AtlasNet®) 

shared by other Atlas® World Group companies. The changeover is 

scheduled for completion in 2019.  

INFO FLOW

A TREE GROWS IN TORONTO

All Systems Go

Change Brings Good Fruit 

Using a Balanced Scorecard, Atlas® Van Lines Canada pays attention in equal measure to four strategic imperatives: people, customers, 

financial measures, and internal business processes. To keep the indicators top of mind, placards display the goals for all to see. 

Managers report and review their progress in weekly meetings. Regular town hall gatherings bring all employees together for updates.  

Everyone in the organization is accountable for, and a beneficiary of, the organization’s success.

Answering the Capacity Challenge
During the last week of March, Atlas Logistics® introduced a new pricing 

method. It goes hand-in-hand with an upgrade to the estimating system 

for pad-wrapped special products shipments. All of it is designed to bring 

Atlas better engagement with opportunities in the market and provide 

more flexibility when pricing.

“We can now adjust quickly to market changes, such as fluctuations in 

capacity,” says Phil. “We can flex in response to regional conditions, so  

we are more surgical in our ability to compete and win business.” 

“Our strategic goal from day one has been growth,” says Matt. “We’ve seen 

good growth and expect to see more with the right tools in place.” 

“Technology and pricing are having a positive impact for Atlas Logistics,” 

says Phil. “They are making us more responsive and providing efficiencies 

that support better business.”  

Pipeline of Opportunities
To prevent the kind of exposure that hurt the company in 2014, a 

diversification strategy is bringing new opportunities to the network.  

The acquisition of Connect Logistics in 2017 complements and expands  

the company’s service offerings. At the same time, the market is sensing  

the transformation Atlas has undergone, attracting forward-thinking  

carriers. “We have a strong pipeline of potential new entities, filled with  

good prospects for agency affiliation as well as for attribution", says Barry.

Atlas Canada’s strategic roadmap is paying off. Last year, the company  

grew in corporate and private client household goods moves despite a  

five percent market contraction. 

“Our strategy has meant a cultural transformation for us, challenging but 

also exciting,” says Fred Haladay, Senior Vice President & Chief Commercial 

Officer, Atlas Van Lines Canada. “I’ve been with the company 28 years, and 

it’s refreshing to see the new life in this organization. Everyone likes to be 

associated with a winner.”

“We expect continuing good growth in 2018, but we’re not taking success 

for granted,” says Barry. “We’re staying focused on what’s important—and 

keeping it important.” He adds: “The sparkle had gone from our people’s  

eyes, but now it’s back. That’s especially rewarding to me.”  

“During 2016, you might say we watered and tended the shoots.  
In 2017, we began harvesting the fruit of our efforts.” 
barry schellenberg 
president, atlas® van lines canada

New and integrated systems make it “easier to go” with Atlas Logistics.® For example, the implementation of Planning Manager (see p. 11) gives Atlas  

Agents more visibility into available loads and capacity. During 2018, portals will aggregate functions that cater specifically to clients and vendors.

The trend at Atlas Logistics ® is growth. And it shows no signs of slowing.
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For 25 years, Atlas® Van Lines has released its annual migration patterns 
study to reveal interstate moving trends as reflected in origin and 
destination data from the previous calendar year. The 2017 study introduced 
an all new international snapshot, revealing the top 10 most popular origin 
and destination locations for international moves completed by Atlas® 
World Group International. The study also featured interprovincial data for 
the first time with contributed data from Atlas® Van Lines Canada.

In 2017, the total number of interstate and cross-border moves reached 
72,986, down from 75,427 in 2016. A total of 23 states registered as 
balanced—meaning that moves in and out of the states were roughly 
equal—17 as outbound, and 10 as inbound, in addition to Washington, D.C.

Furthermore, the data showed a decrease in interstate moves in 2017.  
With the inclusion of Canadian interprovincial data, a total of 81,693 
household moves occurred throughout North America in 2017. 

Idaho was the study’s interstate inbound leader for the second year in a 
row, and while Illinois has classified as outbound since 2009, the state 
had the highest percentage of outbound moves in the country in 2017.

International Top 10: Destinations & Origins
Atlas World Group International conducted 7,748 international  
household goods moves in 2017, up from 7,165 in 2016. 

2017 MOVING 
PATTERNS

inbound

Over 55% of total shipments  
moving into the state

Over 55% of total shipments  
moving out of the state

outbound

Inbound & outbound individually 
represent 55% or less of total shipments

balanced

Looking for more domestic and international moving trends?  
See the complete 2017 Migration Patterns Study at:  
atlasvanlines.com/migration-patterns

Destinations Origins

Top 10 INTERNATIONAL

Texas
California
Virginia
Germany
South Korea
Japan
Hawaii
Washington
Florida
England

South Korea
Germany
Saudi Arabia
Virginia
Japan
Okinawa
Texas
Hawaii
California
England Canada

67.9% Saskatchewan

59.9% Manitoba

55.8% Newfoundland & Labrador

U.S.

62.4%

60.4%

60.3%

West Virginia

Nebraska

Illinois

Highest % OUTBOUND
% of total interstate/interprovince moves that were outbound

Highest % INBOUND
% of total interstate/interprovince moves that were inbound

Canada

55.6% British Columbia

55.4% New Bruswick

50.8% Alberta

U.S.

65.1%

62.5%

62.4% Nevada

Idaho

Washington

U.S.

Top 10  
OUTBOUND

62.4% Illinois
60.4%  West Virginia
60.3%  Nebraska
59.9% South Dakota
59.8%  Hawaii
59.7% Indiana
59.6% Delaware
59.2% New York
57.9% Louisiana
57.7% Kansas

U.S.

Top 10  
INBOUND

65.1%  Idaho
62.5%  Washington
62.4%  Nevada
60.6%  Tennessee 
60.4%  Alaska
59.7%  Maine
59.3%  North Carolina
57.5%  Oregon
57%  Alabama
55.7%  New Hampshire
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Projected Impact of Tax Reform on Relocation*

In 2018

*  % of changes expected

From 2019-2025

CORPORATE RELOCATION SURVEY
51st Annual Atlas

Relocation Costs

Complexity of Relocation Administration

Relocation Policy Changes

Number of Relocations Performed

Difficulty Recruiting Employees to Relocate

55%

37%

36%

36%

29% 8%

11%

6%

9%

6%

Relocation Costs

Relocation Policy Changes

Complexity of Relocation Administration

Difficulty Recruiting Employees to Relocate

Number of Relocations Performed

51%

41%

39%

28%

22% 19%

8%

10%

5%

9%

Relocation Costs

Complexity of Relocation Administration

Relocation Policy Changes

Number of Relocations Performed

Difficulty Recruiting Employees to Relocate

55%

37%

36%

36%

29% 8%

11%

6%

9%

6%

Relocation Costs

Relocation Policy Changes

Complexity of Relocation Administration

Difficulty Recruiting Employees to Relocate

Number of Relocations Performed

51%

41%

39%

28%

22% 19%

8%

10%

5%

9%Who responded? 

Invited via email, 435 decision-makers completed an online  

questionnaire between January 10 and March 6, 2018. Each respondent 

has responsibility for relocation and is employed by an organization that 

has either relocated employees during the past two years or plans to 

relocate employees this year.

For analysis, firms are categorized by size:

SMALL  

Fewer than 500 salaried employees (33 percent)

MID-SIZE 

500-4,999 salaried employees (34 percent)

LARGE 

5,000+ salaried employees (33 percent)

47 percent work in international firms.

Relocation Volume & Budgets 

In general, 2017 was another positive year for the relocation industry; 

roughly nine out of ten organizations indicate both volumes and budgets 

either held steady or increased. Projections for 2018 are similarly optimistic 

except for small firms; far fewer saw increased volumes and budgets last 

year or expect increases for 2018.

Among firms relocating employees internationally, 41 percent overall saw 

increases in international volumes last year and 38 percent expect to see 

increases in 2018. Around one-fifth of firms saw decreased volumes last 

year and expect decreased international activity in 2018. While projected 

increases outpace decreases roughly two-to-one, the mixed picture reflects 

a bit of international instability. Given the geopolitical landscape, this is 

perhaps not unexpected

Tax Reform’s Impact
A key issue emerged in December 2017: the passing of the U.S. Tax Cuts 

and Jobs Act. It eliminates the moving expenses deduction for the next 

eight years. The survey incorporated additional questions to assess the 

potential impact of this bill.

Five key aspects of relocation were queried: costs, policy, administration 

complexity, recruiting difficulty, and volumes both for 2018 and 2019-

2025. While there is some uncertainty, the vast majority of respondents 

across company size provided estimates on expected impacts.

RELOCATION COSTS:
•  Around half of organizations expect the legislation to increase 

relocation costs both in 2018 and over the next eight years. Far more 

mid-size and large firms feel this way in regard to 2018 (53 and 68 

percent) compared to small (31 percent), but half or more firms across 

company size expect increased costs over 2019-2025.

Increase Decrease

RELOCATION POLICY CHANGES: 
•  Roughly four out of ten firms expect increases in relocation policy 

changes, both in 2018 and over the next eight years, to be driven by 

the legislation. Again, over the course of 2018, more mid-size and large 

firms feel this will be the case than small (42 and 52 percent vs. 28 

percent), but expectations for increased changes to policy over 2019-

2025 are more similar across firm size. 

COMPLEXITY OF RELOCATION ADMINISTRATION:
•   Around four out of ten firms expect increases in the complexity of 

administration both in 2018 and over the next eight years. Expectations 

of increased complexity are similar across firm size both for 2018 and 

2019-2025.

DIFFICULTY RECRUITING EMPLOYEES TO RELOCATE:
•   Overall, around half of organizations don’t expect the tax reform 

law to have an effect either way regarding the difficulty of recruiting 

employees in 2018. However, more than a fourth of firms across 

company size expect this issue to cause difficulty, both in 2018 and  

the years beyond.  

NUMBER OF RELOCATIONS PERFORMED:
•  As for the projected impact of the new tax law on relocation volumes, 

the picture is immensely mixed. While nearly equal percentages overall 

expect increased or decreased relocations in 2018, around half expect 

levels to remain the same. Interestingly, for 2018, more large companies 

project a decrease than an increase (24 vs. 14 percent), while more mid-

size firms expect an increase rather than a decrease (34 vs. 15 percent) 

due to the legislation.

•  When looking toward 2019-2025, projections across company size shift 

in favor of tax reform increasing volumes. Around a third of firms across 

sizes project increased relocation volumes, compared to roughly one 

out of ten projecting a decreasing effect.   
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Tax Reform –2018 Relocation Policy Change Planned

Tax Reform –2018 Relocation Policy Changes Planned*

Want to learn more about relocation trends forecasted for 2018? 
Visit the Amplifier® online to find two more exclusive trends and  
view the complete 51st Corporate Relocation Survey results. 

Total

Less Than 500

500-4,999

5,000+

74%

58%

78%

87% 13%

22%

42%

26%

59%
45%

55%
71%

Gross-up On Taxable
Relocation Benefits

35%
36%

32%
37%

Expand Use Of
Lump Sums

34%
28%

37%
35%

Streamline Relocation
Processes To Reduce Costs

33%
24%

32%
40%

Restructure Relocation
Policy/Policy Tiers

25%
36%

25%
18%

Withhold on Taxable
Relocation Benefits

4%
5%
4%

3%
Other

*  % of those making changes in 2018

Policy changes planned for 2018:
The majority of organizations, regardless 

of size, have plans to implement policy 

changes in response to the tax law.  

Understandably, mid-size and large  

firms are more likely to have plans in  

place than are small firms (78 and 87 

percent vs. 58 percent).

•  Among organizations making policy changes in 2018 in response to U.S. 

tax reform, the most popular tweak across organization size is to gross-up 

taxable relocation benefits. However, large firms are the most likely to 

make this policy change.

•  Around a third of firms plan to expand the use of lump-sums.

•  Roughly a third or more of mid-size and large firms plan to streamline 

relocation processes to reduce costs and/or to restructure relocation 

policy, compared to around a fourth of small firms.

•  Small firms are more likely than larger firms to plan to withhold on 

relocation benefits.

Proven Adaptability

The relocation industry shows dexterity – adapting to the sudden tax 

reform with speed and flexibility. While acknowledging challenges both in 

2018 and beyond, relocation professionals appear to view the future with 

optimism. From their perspective, the law’s twists are manageable and 

will not deter them from finding the best policies and practices for their 

organizations and employees. 

go Beyond The Page
Our online resources offer tips, 
trends, and updates to help you  
go new places ® more easily and 
more securely with one of the  
most trusted names in moving.

4

2

1

1
 

Corporate Relocation Trends  
to Know in 2017 
atlasvanlines.com/corptrends 

2
 

Atlas 411 
atlasvanlines.com/videos/411 

 3
 

Seattle’s Integral Role in Increasing  
International Migration 
atlasvanlines.com/amp/seattlemigration

4
 

  The Millennial Minute: Our Generational 
Myths and How They Affect Relocation 
atlasvanlines.com/amp/millennialminute
 

5 
 

Relocate with Ease Using movr™ 
atlasvanlines.com/amp/easyrelocation 

6
 

Atlas Agents "Raise the Woof" 
atlasvanlines.com/amp/raisethewoof 

7
 

Wounded Warrior Project® 
atlasvanlines.com/amp/warriorproject

Increase Decrease

500–4,999Total 5,000+Less Than 500

5

3

6 7
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“I enjoy trying to out-do my 

performance with each move I 

complete. I also enjoy making 

one of the most stressful events 

in someone’s life as simple as 

it can be. A happy and satisfied 

customer makes me feel like 

I’ve accomplished something. 

My father-in-law is a PVO 

for Atlas, and he trained me 

and gave me the tools to be a 

successful relocation specialist 

and businessman. Without the 

guidance of Herb West Jr., I 

really think my moving career 

would be short. I believe that 

the drivers with good attitudes should do their part to help recruit.  

This goes back to us being the faces of Atlas.”

“Not just anyone can be a 

mover. It's not that any one 

aspect of the job is overly 

difficult, but there are so  

many little jobs within the job. 

A good owner operator needs 

to be a good business man 

or woman. He or she has to 

know how to handle finances 

and taxes. A good mover must 

also sincerely care about the 

customers’ belongings as if 

they were his or her own.  

A good mover must also be 

a good conversationalist. 

Sometimes it’s not enough 

to just take care of customers’ belongings. You have to also make them 

feel comfortable with you and your crew. On top of that, a good mover 

must be a good driver. We are looking for motivated individuals who love 

travel and love experiencing life. People who don't settle for mediocrity in 

anything they do. I think a few things we could do to help with recruitment 

are establishing a stronger presence at collegiate and high school job fairs, 

recruiting military members leaving the service, developing agent laborers 

into drivers, and optimizing the exterior image of the agency and van line 

through updated and visually appealing equipment.” 

Agents And The 
I N D U S TRY+
Next Generation PVOs 

A 2017 annual survey by the American Transportation Research Institute 

cited driver shortage as the number one concern facing the trucking 

industry, and the aging workforce is a major contributing factor. 

Atlas® leadership and agents alike have strategies in place to stay ahead of 

the issue, and investing in the development and retention of the industry’s 

next generation is a priority across the board. 

Dan Lammers, Sr. Vice President of Operations, Ace Relocation Systems 

(0062), knows the value each generation of drivers brings to the business 

and leverages the experience of tenured drivers to help prepare the 

younger generation for success. 

“You can’t stop investing in people. Long range thinking requires short  

term spending,” says Dan. “Give them a sound foundation to work on,  

and be patient with them. Expect them to start cautiously. If they want 

to rush out of the gate, slow them down. Safety, regulations, customers, 

finance, maintenance, managing labor, navigating in new cities are all  

big challenges. Don’t put the younger people in a position to fail.” 

From the perspective of the younger generation, it’s this type of forward 

thinking that attracts new talent to the business. Hear more from a few  

of Atlas’ next generation PVOs. 

“I began working for A-1 Moving & Storage in 

high school. My father owns our agency, and my 

grandfather started it. In 2013, I felt that if I was 

going to one day be in charge of our company,  

I never want to be over someone doing a job I have 

never done myself. I decided to get my Class -A 

CDL and began driving over the road and gained a 

love for long-distance moves. In the next 10 years, I 

see myself hopefully taking over my father's role as 

President of A-1 Moving & Storage and taking our 

company to new levels of success. I was recently 

nominated by Atlas Van Lines and selected by 

AMSA for the AMSA Super Van Operator-Rookie 

of the Year Award. I am incredibly honored to not 

only be nominated by our van line, but also to be 

chosen for this award. I believe agents can more 

effectively recruit younger drivers by recognizing someone's potential at a 

young age and pairing them with seasoned, successful PVOs so they learn 

how to properly handle a relocation and get a better understanding of the 

fulfillment a career as a PVO can provide.” 

ELD Mandate in Review
With the Electronic Loggins Device (ELD) 

mandate right out of the gate, its overall impact 

on the household goods moving industry is 

to be determined, and as Atlas Agents and 

Professional Van Operators (PVOs)  adjust, 

opinions reside on both sides of the fence.

“We had a lot of ‘what if’ questions to figure out,” 

says Chris Meyer, Alexander’s Mobility Services 

(0214). “Our belief was that if we can put a plan 

together and get everyone on board, it would put 

us ahead of the competition. It could be a game 

changer if handled the right way.” 

ELD PROS
Increased Safety & Compliance

“A standardized process that documents Hours of 

Service (HOS) in real-time is a huge positive when 

you are trying to minimize risks,” says Chris. 

The American Moving & Storage Association 

(AMSA) agrees, while also recognizing that with 

any new regulation comes new challenges.

“Although AMSA is pursuing further reform to 

certain HOS regulations, such as the 14-hour 

duty time requirement, we believe modernizing 

record keeping through ELDs or other automatic 

onboard recording devices, or Automatic On-

Board Recording Devices (AOBRDs), will enhance 

safety,” says Paul Milotte, AMSA’s Vice President 

of Government Relations. 

From his experience on the road, Jacob Venable, 

PVO for Advance Relocation Systems (0059), 

shares a positive perspective. 

“In the past, you could drive and take a break 

when you felt as though you need to,” says Jacob. 

“But now the computer will make sure you take 

an eight hour break before you are tired. I believe 

the system will benefit everyone by prohibiting a 

driver from driving when he is too tired to do so.”

Improved Efficiency 

Operations will see improvements as well, 

according to AMSA. Immediate access to HOS 

tracking will help dispatchers make more 

efficient and strategic planning decisions. From 

an advocacy standpoint, the robust data ELDs 

provide enable AMSA to better analyze and 

demonstrate how drivers are affected by other 

regulatory issues unique to the moving industry.

Putting an End to Rogue Operators

Rogue operators are companies or drivers 

that transport household goods illegally and 

notoriously hold victims’ personal items hostage 

in order to collect more money. Consumer 

awareness was essentially the only preventative 

strategy in place prior to ELD implementation, 

and Dalton Conklin, President of Advance 

Relocation Systems (0059), believes the 

regulation to be an effective solution that will 

ultimately result in more revenue for reputable 

moving companies.  

ELD DRAWBACKS
Implementation Costs

AMSA attributes a learning curve to be a 

major cause for pushback. For tenured drivers, 

making the transition from paper to electronic 

logging requires new skills. In addition to the 

cost of training, carriers are required to absorb 

installation costs, which average roughly $495 

per CMV annually, according to a 2014 Federal 

Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) 

study.

Dalton foresees many drivers will have to adapt 

to new schedules as well, which he believes 

could exacerbate the issue of fatigued drivers  

on the road.  

“Historically, drivers operated on a 24-hour 

day and most had a preference to drive during 

specific times of the day,” says Dalton. “There 

are many drivers that prefer to drive at night and 

others that prefer to drive during the day. 

 A driver that is trying to achieve the highest 

level of income will no longer be able to operate that 

way. Once a driver has available drive time after the 

required off-duty time, they will be forced to drive.”

Lack of Sufficient Parking

Although historically a major issue facing the 

industry, the shortage of legal truck parking has 

escalated to the fourth most important industry 

issue according to a 2016 study by the American 

Transportation Research Institute. 

“Drivers can no longer ‘bend the rules’ and continue 

to drive to find a safe place to park. Many truckers 

are being forced to park on the side of the road, a 

very unsafe and, in many cases, illegal practice,”  

says Dalton.

Providing the same level of customer service under 

more rigid time constraints is a challenge Jacob  

and several of his fellow drivers have worked 

together to overcome.

“Some customers don’t understand when we  

say we have to leave and cannot finish the job  

that day,” says Jacob. 

He believes informing customers about the HOS 

limitations and building better awareness could  

help reduce the possibility of disgruntled customers.  

Moving Forward

Time will tell how the new regulation will impact the 

industry in its entirety. Aside from initial pain points, 

Chris is confident the mandate will render benefits  

in the long-run. 

“There are a lot of positive things that can come 

from the mandate. It really boils down to how an 

individual manages and implements the change  

into how they operate,” says Chris. 
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ATLAS ASSOCIATE
Farrell Allsup

Cindy Atherton

Roger Babbitt

Meredith Baggett

Steve Bailey

Theresa Banta

Ed Bean

Dave Blackburn

Richard Bland

Ron Bowman

Rick Brimley

Carroll Brittell

Frank Budd 

Clyde Byrne

Phyllis Cain

Jennifer & Keith Campbell

Joel Cohen

Melissa Compton

Scott Coyle

Larry “Doc” Criqui

Joan Duggan

Kim Dupps

Fred Falla

Michael Fazio

Bonnie FirstRaised

Melanie Freeman

Thomas W. Hoffa 

Jim Hough

Keep our service men &  
women in your heart.
The entire Atlas® family wishes to express gratitude and appreciation to the courageous men and women who serve  
our country in the armed forces. In particular, we ask you to keep the following employees and members of our agent 
families in your thoughts and prayers.

SERVICE MEMBER (RELATIONSHIP)
Clayton Mounce   (Son-in-law)

Jeffrey Atherton   (Son)

Kevin Lacy   (Brother-in-law)

Wesley Ruedlinger   (Nephew)

William B. Bailey   (Son)

Neil S. Banta   (Son)

Jessie Bean   (Son)

Robert Joseph Blackburn (Son)

Elliot Timms   (Nephew)

Ronny Bowman   (Nephew)

Rich Bowman   (Nephew)

Don Allred   (Son-in-law)

Colten Powell   (Grandson)

Clayton Powell   (Grandson)

Steve Budd   (Nephew)

Brian Cummings   (Stepson)

David Lynn   (Nephew)

James A. Hicks   (Son/Stepson)

Michael A. Hicks   (Son/Stepson)

Aaron Pierce   (Nephew) 

Josiah Cavanaugh   (Son)

Active Reservist

Brett D. Criqui   (Son)

Andrew Duggan   (Son)

Jonah Dupps   (Nephew)

Ryan DeCoste   (Grandson)

Robert Szeligowski   (Nephew)

Jason Szeligowski   (Nephew)

Astacia Anderson   (Daughter)

William J. Freeman   (Brother)

Keith W. Hoffa   (Son)

Jeff Hough   (Son)

ATLAS ASSOCIATE
Kelly Howard

Amanda Jillson

Mary Johannes

Patrice Jones

Pat Kelly

Audrey Kingsland

Teresa Kintop

Jane M. Kiser

David Ledford

Brandy Lumbert  

John Lutwyche

Shannon Martin

Annie Mejias

Jack Mier

Tammy Miller

Patricia Miranda

Frank Moreno

Imelda Navasca

Ken Niesner

David Olson Sr.

Beverly Rockhold 

Beverly Rolph

Ginny Royer

Tim Ruddle

Theresa Russell

John Scott

Stephanie Shelton

Gina Short

Chris Shipp

Lynn Skillman

Rex Stierhoff

Tammy Teague

Carole Temme

Monique Tennison

Sue Tonkel

Steve Warner

Tammy Warrick

Cindy & Barney Wint

Belynda Woodruff

Debbie & Robert Wright

Angela Zuke

SERVICE MEMBER (RELATIONSHIP)
Wayne Howard   (Husband)

Zachary Scott   (Nephew)

Kirk Linder   (Nephew)

James Hobby III   (Stepson)

Dawn Link   (Daughter-in-law)

Justin Casey   (Son)

Kenneth Clifford Montross   (Cousin)

John Kintop   (Husband)

Kyle M. Kiser   (Son)

Mark Ledford   (Brother)

Nick Lumbert   (Husband)

Bryan Lampinen (Son-in-law)

Michele Mathews   (Sister)

Mason Cruz   (Son)

Jack A. Mier   (Son)

Virgil I. Ebrecht, Jr.   (Brother)

Jose Herrera   (Son-in-law)

Alex Trinidad   (Nephew)

Tracy Otto   (Sister)

Jason Weintraub   (Brother-in-law)

Joshua Weintraub   (Nephew)

Melissa Rieger   (Granddaughter)

David Olson Jr.   (Son)

Jared Mount   (Son)

Joshua Mount   (Son)

Eric Rolph   (Son)

Jason Royer   (Son)

Jason Hendrix   (Son-in-law)

Justin Mayer   (Stepbrother)

Steven Washechek   (Brother)

Justin Scott   (Son)

Kristopher Scott   (Son)

Kyle Walts   (Nephew)

Ryan M. Jones   (Son)

Nicolas Mello   (Nephew)

Matthew O’Malley   (Niece’s Husband)

Jacob T. Stierhoff   (Son)

Nick Lumbert   (Son-in-law)

Bruce Overton   (Son)

Starr Love-Phillips   (Niece)

Nichalos A. Tucker   (Son-in-law)

Timon Davis   (Son)

Joshua Shaw   (Nephew)

Jesse Woods   (Nephew)

Barry Woodruff   (Husband)

Lacie Barela   (Daughter)

Trevor Olsen   (Son)

ATLAS ASSOCIATE LOCATION
Guardian Storage, Inc. (1012)

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Reads Moving Systems of Florida, Inc. (1724)

Daze Transfer & Storage, Inc. (723)

Alexander’s Mobility Services (207)

Cornerstone Relocation Group, LLC

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)

Atlantic Relocation Systems (1148)

Ace Moving & Storage, LLC (1406)

Imlach & Collins Brothers, LLC (1132) 

Van Operator, Nelson Westerberg (1505)

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)

Collins Brothers Moving Corp. (547)

Van Operator, Imlach Group (1130)

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62) 

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (66) 

AWG International

Specialty Moving Systems, Inc. (1811)

Atlantic Relocation Systems (1148)

Guardian Relocation of Ohio (1111)

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Ace Moving & Storage, LLC (1406)

Reads Moving Systems of Richmond, Inc. (1701)

Roush Moving & Storage, Inc. (1773) 

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (25)

Discover Moving & Storage, Inc. (539)

Superior Mobility Services, LLC (1902)

Imlach & Collins Brothers, LLC (1132)

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)

Guardian Relocation Inc. (1040)

Warners Moving & Storage (2144)

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (43)

Financial Planning & Reporting / Atlas Terminal, HQ

Ace Moving & Storage, LLC (1406)

Atlantic Relocation Systems (1427)

Atlantic Relocation Systems (1038)

These names are the individuals who  
have been brought to our attention. 

Please email any additions to Marketing 
at marketing@atlasworldgroup.com.  
The Amplifier® publishes this show  

of appreciation in every issue.

To view this list online visit: 
atlasvanlines.com/Military

ATLAS ASSOCIATE LOCATION
Daze Transfer & Storage, Inc. (723)

Atlas World Group Headquarters

NMS Moving Systems, Inc. (1533)

Avail Move Management

Nelson Westerberg (1517)

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)

Ace Moving & Storage, LLC (1406)

Van Operator, DMS Moving Systems (800)

Atlas Logistics

Lee Moving & Storage, Inc. (1317)

Mountain States Moving & Storage Co., Inc. (1451)

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (75)

Myers Transfer & Storage Systems, Inc. (1450)

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (15)

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (62)

Smith Dray Line & Storage, Inc. (2273)

Metropolitan Van & Storage, Inc. (1418)

Atlas Logistics

Ace Midwest Moving and Storage (191)

Kansas Van & Storage, Criqui Corporation (1286)

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Atlas World Group Headquarters

Falla Cartage & Movers Ltd. (8570)

Nelson Westerberg (1523)

Discover Moving & Storage, Inc. (539)

Advance Relocation Systems (59)

Collins Brothers Moving Corp. (547)

Ace Relocation Systems, Inc. (66)
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Re: Alfredo
Paxton Van Lines, Inc. (1610)

Hello,

I just wanted to take a minute and acknowledge one 

of your drivers who I encountered today. My son's bus 

stop is on a pretty busy route. At least once a week, 

someone blows right past the red flashing lights and 

stop sign on his bus while it is stopped. As a mother, it is 

heartbreaking to see drivers being so careless when it 

comes to the safety of children.

This morning at 8:33 when he got on the bus, one of 

your trucks was approaching and I watched as the truck 

slowed down a considerable distance away from the 

stop, and the driver even used his four-way flashers. It 

might not seem like a big deal to most people, but it 

was to me. That driver took the time to ensure that my 

child could safely climb on his bus this morning. I hope 

you can figure out from my description who it was to 

acknowledge him and thank him. I know many people 

are quick to complain when they feel something is 

wrong, but I wanted to take the time to acknowledge 

someone doing something right.

Thanks so much!

Amy

Re: Billy & the gang and Kevin
Golden Van Lines, Inc. (0991)

Kevin –

You made it so easy for us when we would have had to 

start from scratch even just finding a moving company to 

use. You made us feel so confident that this could happen 

without too much effort. Billy and the gang were so 

capable and also confident and inspiring. You are a good 

guy and I send a heartfelt thank you.

Much appreciation,

Sarah & family

Re: Lucious and his crew
V. Santini, Inc. (1777)

Hello Cyndi,

I apologize that this response is getting out to you so 

long overdue. I've been busy with a million things

and trying to get settled in here after our move while 

also preparing for the holidays. :-)

I'd have to say that Lucious and his uniformed crew 

were top notch. After having seen how they handled and 

packed our belongings on the day of our move, I knew 

our belongings were in good hands. They're very hard 

working and conscientious, and they didn't disappoint 

as they unloaded our things. They pay attention to detail 

and did their best to accommodate my requests as they 

were packing and unloading our belongings. They work 

efficiently like a well-oiled machine, and they were 

always friendly and polite.

Thank you for making our move go smoothly and less 

stressful. Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year!

Regards,

Myrna

Re: Dave, Mike, Dale, and Julie
DMS Moving Systems (0800)

I wanted to take an opportunity to let you know about 

the incredible experience we had with DMS Moving. 

Allow me to start with Dave and his crew, Mike and Dale. 

My wife, Tiffany, was alone in our home when Dave, 

Mike and Dale came to move. Of course I was a little 

apprehensive to have Tiffany alone with three strange 

men. But Dave, Mike and Dale made Tiffany feel very 

safe, which to me was so much more important than 

someone “dropping a lamp”. They were professional and 

polite. Tiffany called me several times a day to let me 

know everything was alright.

Once my household goods were transported, Tiffany 

and I were glad Dave, Mike and Dale were going to 

unload our belongings. Once I got a chance to meet 

them, I could see what Tiffany was talking about. The 

guys were friendly, easy going, and worked their tails 

off. Dave said it would take about six hours to off load 

the truck and that’s exactly what it took. Dale would RUN 

the boxes off the truck, four at a time, and Mike would 

haul them to their respective rooms as fast as Dale 

could drop them in the garage. It was obvious the guys 

had worked together for a while because of how well 

they all worked together.

If I were going to move again, I’m sure Tiffany would 

insist we use Dave, Mike and Dale. If anyone were to 

ask me to recommend someone to move them, I would 

definitely tell them to use DMS and specifically Dave, 

Mike and Dale.

…and let’s not forget Julie. Julie has been my Move 

Coordinator for my past three moves. When I heard she 

was going to be my coordinator for this move, I could 

not have been happier. The first time you move (with or 

without GM) as you know it is very stressful. But once 

you do it a couple of times, you begin to let somethings 

go, like trusting your move coordinator. Julie has never 

let me down. Like during this past move, Tiffany wanted 

to move up the time of the move a couple of weeks. I 

understand that Julie does not have trucks and crews 

just sitting around, waiting for someone to call and 

move up a move. But that’s exactly what Julie did. She 

found a way to accommodate us and find a date that 

would work. But that’s the way Julie has handled my 

past moves, she returns calls quickly, always with the 

right answer.

You gentlemen should be proud of your employees.

David & Tiffany

Level 2 Criteria Standards

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 

Waste Reduction & Advanced Recycling

TRANSPORTATION 

Advanced Fuel Efficiency, CSA & CARB Compliance

ADMINISTRATION 

Sustainable Purchasing Policy/Program & Long- term Sustainability Plan

FACILITIES 

Water Conservation & LEED Accreditation

COMMUNITY 

Employee Engagement Programming

 

Questions? Email sustainability@atlasworldgroup.com

SEPTEMBER 26-28
Tracks

go Beyond The Page
atlasvanlines.com/AmpTracks

Atlas® Service 
is Appreciated

71st Annual Atlas® World Group Convention  
JW Marriott Marco Island – Marco Island, FL

SAVE THE DATE  
October 31 – November 2

SUSTAINABLE AGENT  
Level 2 Application Coming This Fall!
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For more information on Atlas® and our services, visit atlasvanlines.com
Editor: Tiffany Stallings – tifstal@atlasworldgroup.com 

The Atlas Amplifier® is published by Atlas® World Group, Inc., 
1212 St. George Rd., Evansville, IN 47711. 

All material for publication must be submitted to the Corporate Marketing Department. 

Atlas is an equal opportunity company. TM & © 2018 AWGI LLC 

Find us on:

Atlas® is proud to support the environment by printing 
the Amplifier® on paper that is made with up to 30% 
recycled fiber and with chlorine free (TCF/ECF) pulp 
using timber from managed forests.

Atlas World Group
P.O. Box 509
Evansville, IN 47703

PRSRT STD
U.S. Postage

PAID
Evansville, IN 47708

Permit No. 1352

May 
 2-4 HD Expo, Mandalay Bay, Las Vegas, NV

 6-9 American Alliance of Museums (AAM) Annual Meeting & Museum Expo, Phoenix Convention Center, Phoenix, AZ 

 6-9 International Supply Management Conference, Gaylord Opryland Resort & Convention Center, Nashville, TN

 16-18 Worldwide ERC National Relocation Conference, Gaylord Texan Resort & Convention Center, Dallas, TX 

 21 Victoria Day, Canada offices closed

 28 Memorial Day, U.S. offices closed

June
 17-20 SHRM Annual Conference & Expo, McCormick Place, Chicago, IL 

July
 1 Canada Day, Canada offices closed

August 
 6 Civic Holiday, Canada offices closed

September 
 3 Labor Day, U.S. & Canada offices closed

 16-18 Canadian Employee Relocation Council (CERC) Conference, Fairmont Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, QB

 26-28 BRAVO — Boosting Recognition of Atlas Van Operators

October 
 8 Thanksgiving Day (CAN), Canada offices closed

 17-19 Worldwide ERC Global Workforce Symposium, Washington State Convention Center, Seattle, WA

 31-Nov.2 71st Annual Atlas World Group Convention, JW Marriott Marco Island, – Marco Island, FL

November 
 22 Thanksgiving Day, U.S. offices closed

December
 24-25 Christmas Eve & Christmas Day, U.S. & Canada offices closed

 26 Boxing Day, Canada offices closed
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